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Thank you for purchasing this kit!

Most technology is made for us to believe in it, BIY lets you create and 
hack with your own logic and beliefs!

All the BIY kits are built with the state of art machine intelligence 
software, trained on vernacular knowledge and popular wisdom and 

translated into playful and educational electronics kits.

Build your own projects to move around following harmonius paths! 
The BIY MoveBoards comes preloaded with special trained models and 

functions!

1. POWER UP YOUR BOARD 
Connect the golden usb cable to the micro usb port

2. WAIT FOR THE the board to align with the stars
The board will connect to our Geomantic Positioning System 
to figure out its position and near by Mountains and Water.

3. SELECT A STARTING  ELEMENT
Select one of the five elements (water, wood, metal, earth, fire) with 
the central potentiometer to define the core behaviour of the board 

4. follow the harmonius compass to move in harmony
Depending on your starting element the board will drive you 
towards directions that keeps you in balance, alternating
between creation and control.

5. use the auspicious distance sensor to find balance
At all time the Auspicious Distance sensor will tell you if you
are at a good distance to other things and people in
your surroundings. 

1. gather all the components you will need
Robot Motor Kit (not included), Alligator Clips, Cardboard.

2. connect to your biy board to the serial port of the robot 
Use the Clips inside the kit to connect the STR Output to the
Serial Input Port of your Robot Kit.

3. turn on the board and select an element
Select one of the five elements (water, wood, metal, earth, fire) with 
the central potentiometer to define the core behaviour of the bot. 

4. let your robot drive harmoniously
Follow the path of your bot and change the starting element to
try different paths styles and configuration.

5. customize your robot shape to fit in the space
Design your own bot cover to make it feel more at home
in your space, it’s really important to reach true harmony! 

BALANCED LOCATION
The board uses its GPS coordinate 
calculate wheeter it’s in a good 
location considering the Fengshui 
rules of positions of Mountains 
and Rivers nearby. 

AUSPICIOUS RULER
The board comes with a distance 
sensor, calculating constantly the 
most optimal distance to be at, 
based on the auspiciousess rules 
of Chinese Geomancy.

HARMONIUS COMPASS
The board functions as an harmo-
nius compass, translating the 
antique knowledge of the Bagua 
and the balance of the elements 
into directions and paths for 
people and robots.
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Geomantic Positions 
System STATUS

山 MOUNTAIN

水 WATERUSB POWER PORT
AUSPICIOUS DISTANCE

ELEMENT TO MOVE TOWARDS

DIRECTION POINTER SELECT STARTING ELEMENT

FACTS IN

key functions and libraries

NUM

5 leds to indicate if and 
when to turn towards the 

next element

Select a starting element by 
turning the knob.
The matching led will turn 
on accordingly

OFF     -> not connected
BLINK -> connecting
ON       -> connected

On when in proximity of mountains

On when in proximity of waterPower with 5v 2A
ON ->        Auspicious

OFF -> Non Auspicious

火(fire) 土(earth) 金(metal) 天
(heaven) 水(water) 山(moun-

tain) 木(wood) 风(wind)

Connect sensors and 
input devices to the 
BIY.move board to extend 
the board sensitive 
capabilities

Connect a analog 
sensor to the board to 
override the installed 
auspicious distance 
sensor measurement 

STR
Pass a String to 
override and calcu-
late your own Starting 
element.

BOOL
Calculate your own 
Aspiciousness with 
other sensors to 
override the Auspi-
cious

BELIEF OUT

NUM

The data processed 
by the board will be 

accessible trough 
the beliefe out 

interface.

The lucky number and 
meaning connected to 
each direction you are 

going towards.

STR
Command to move , 

turn and stop for you 
and other moving 

robots and vehicles.

BOOL
The general status of 
Harmony of the board 

HIGH=Balance
LOW+Unbalanced.

BOARD FRONT 

HOW TO USE the BIY.MOVE BOARD

BUILD A HARMONIUSLY DRIVING BOT

BOARD BACK


